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ABSTRACT

In recent years, the public has become concerned that the electromagnetic radio-frequency radiation (“RF radiation”) emitted by cellular telephones may pose serious health risks, including the risk of cancer. There are over 110 million cell phone users in the United States and many of them may not know that cell phones actually send electromagnetic waves into the user’s brain. Depending on how close the cell phone antenna is to one’s head, as much as sixty percent of the microwave radiation from the phone is absorbed by, and actually penetrates the head, possibly reaching as far as an inch-and-a-half into the brain. The problem is that it is still unknown whether or not this RF radiation from cellular phones actually causes any sort of damage to the user. This paper will explore many aspects of the issue of cellular phone radiation. The first section of the paper will explain what RF radiation is and provide an overview of the various scientific studies which have examined the effects of RF radiation on health. The second section of the paper will discuss and critique the regulatory responses by the FDA and the FCC in the midst of this scientific uncertainty. The third section of the paper will provide an overview of the judicial treatment of cell phone radiation issues by exploring some of the recent case law in this area. Finally, the last section of the paper will provide policy recommendations for how the FDA and FCC should be responding to this potential health crisis.

I. Background and Studies on RF Radiation

In order to fully understand the fear and controversy surrounding the use of cellular telephones, it is helpful to describe some details of electromagnetic RF radiation and the mechanisms by which it may cause harmful effects. Electromagnetic radiation ranges from high frequency, ionizing forms of radiation, to lower frequency, non-ionizing forms of radiation. Ionizing radiation, which has a frequency greater than approximately 1015

---

Hz, is capable of dislodging electrons from atoms or molecules and/or producing charged particles from the atoms and molecules with it interacts. Because of this capability, ionizing radiation can cause damage to biologic systems when the products of the ionization react with other critical cellular components. Ionizing radiation exists as X-rays, gamma rays, and other forms of nuclear radiation. Electromagnetic fields ("EMF's") with frequencies less than 1015 Hz are known as non-ionizing radiation, because they lack the capacity to dislodge electrons as they pass through matter. The electromagnetic RF radiation emitted by cellular phones is a form of non-ionizing radiation. In fact, all other low-frequency, electromagnetic fields generated by electric power, or occurring naturally, fall under this category of non-ionizing radiation.

Non-ionizing radiation was once believed to be harmless and all attention focused on the harmful effects of ionizing radiation instead. Some studies have since revealed, however, that non-ionizing radiation may also present a danger to human health. These studies caused the public and the scientific community to alter
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3See supra note 2 (citing NRC Report at 12).


5For purposes of this paper, electromagnetic radiofrequency radiation ("RF radiation") and electromagnetic fields ("EMF's") are used interchangeably.

6See supra note 2 (citing NRC Report at 12).

7See supra note 3.

8Common examples of EMF sources generated by electric power are power lines, distribution lines, hair dryers, baby monitors, pencil sharpeners, dishwashers, clocks, microwaves, vacuum cleaners, household wiring, computers, video display terminals, fans, and lighting fixtures. See Barbara Ann Aurecchione, Note, EMF Regulation: Is Congress Riding the Wave of Paranoia? 18 Seton Hall Legis. J. 261, 272-73 (1993).


11See supra note 1 (citing V. Korobkova et al., Influence of the Electric Field in 500 and 750kv Switchyards on Maintenance Staff and Means for its Protection (Presented at the International Conference on Large High-Tension Electric System in Paris, France, Aug. 28-Sept. 6, 1972). The Soviet Union issued the first report on the adverse health effects of exposure to non-ionizing radiation. Power line workers exposed to low-frequency EMFs were afflicted with symptoms of sleeplessness, headaches, and upper respiratory tract problems. The next major study to reveal hazards associated with exposure to low-frequency EMFs was conducted in Denver and published in 1979. The results of this study showed a link between exposure to EMF from power lines and increased incidence of childhood cancer. See Nancy Wertheimer & Ed Leeper, Electrical Wiring Configurations and Childhood Cancer, 109 A.M. J. Epidemiology 273 (1979)).
their view of non-ionizing radiation and to shift attention to questions concerning the effects of exposure to electromagnetic RF radiation, specifically from cell phones. The next section of the paper will review some of the more current studies which have been undertaken to determine the health effects of cellular phone radiation.

A. Studies on the Effects of Electromagnetic RF Radiation

No scientific study has yet provided conclusive evidence to prove that the use of cellular telephones is hazardous to human health. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health Consumer Update on Mobile Phones states that, “the available science does not allow us to conclude that mobile phones are absolutely safe, or that they are unsafe. However, the available science does not demonstrate any adverse health effects associated with the use of mobile phones.” This section will review some of the studies that have examined the link between RF radiation exposure and human health. These studies generally fall into one of two categories: biological studies and epidemiological studies. Each of these kinds of studies is subject to criticisms when they are offered as evidence that RF emissions pose significant risks to human health.

i. Biological Studies

Biological studies usually involve laboratory experiments that attempt to demonstrate the effects of EMF exposure on living things such as single cells, group cells, organs, and animals.
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12See U.S. General Accounting Office, 95-32, Report on the Status of Research on the Safety of Cellular Telephones 3-5 (Nov. 1994) [hereinafter, GAO Report], (reporting that available studies were inconclusive to determine whether handheld cellular telephones pose public health risks, and recommending that industry and federal agencies work together to develop research agenda).

13The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health Consumer Update on Mobile Phones, February 2002 (This was included on a pamphlet which came with a cell phone that I recently purchased) [hereinafter, FDA Consumer Update].

14See supra note 2, at 546 (citing Greg LaBar, Electromagnetic Fields: the Problem with Power, 52 Occupational Hazards 90, 96 (Oct. 1990)).
a. Genetic and Cellular Studies

Starting at the most basic level, researchers (supported by the mobile phone industry), have conducted numerous laboratory tests to assess the effects of mobile phone RF exposure on genetic material. These tests sought to determine whether RF exposure has a role in creating several kinds of genetic abnormalities such as mutations, chromosomal aberrations, DNA strand breaks, and structural changes in the genetic material of lymphocyte blood cells. None of the tests demonstrated any effect of the RF exposure on genetic material except for one micronucleus assay. In this assay, the genetic material of the cells did show structural changes after exposure to simulated cell phone radiation; however, this was only after a full 24 hours of exposure. One weakness of this assay is the possibility that exposing the test cells to radiation for this extreme length of time resulted in the heating of these heat-sensitive cells. Therefore, heat alone could have caused the abnormalities to occur. Other available data on the effect of RF radiation on genetic material is conflicting; hence, follow-up research is necessary.

In addition, some research has been done to examine the effect of RF radiation on intracellular activities. According to a series of studies, low-level, low frequency electromagnetic radiation may affect the intracellular activity of enzymes involved in tumor promotion. For instance, a 1991 study found that low-power RF radiation may facilitate the development of cancer in the presence of other substances known to cause
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cancer. According to this study, when cells were exposed for 24 hours to low-level, pulsed radio-frequency alone, there was no effect on the cells’ survival or transformation into tumor cells. However, when the cells were treated with a tumor-producing chemical, exposure to RF radiation significantly enhanced the transformation of the cells into tumor cells. To date, the significance of these results is unclear as there are some inconsistencies with prior studies. Again, further studies need to be done in order to determine the importance of these results.

Other studies at the cellular level tend to show that exposure to low levels of RF emissions can produce changes in the cell membrane under certain conditions as well as diminish the effectiveness of the immune system. The immune system study found that certain immune system cells, responsible for fighting off tumor cells, had temporary diminished effectiveness after only 4 hours of exposure to low-power, pulsed RF signals. The researchers also found that the effectiveness of the immune system cells was diminished the most when the RF radiation was pulse-modulated at 60 times per second, slightly more than the 50 times per second that digital cellular telephones’ signals “pulse.” The weakness of all of these cellular studies lies in the fact that results observed under these artificial conditions may not necessarily be duplicated in comparable exposure to a whole organism, and the effect on humans will be even less predictable.

b. Whole Animal Studies

There have been a number of whole animal experiments done to evaluate the health effects of exposure to RF
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23See Balcer-Kubiczek, supra note 22, at 17.
24See id.
25See id.
26See supra note 23. In addition, since this was an in vitro experiment, the significance of these results in terms of in vivo carcinogenesis is not clear.
29See id.
30See id.
31See id (citing Sherry Young, Regulatory and Judicial Responses to the Possibility of Biological Hazards from Electromagnetic Fields Generated by Power Lines, 36 Vill. L. Rev. 129, 139 n. 37 (1991)).
radiation. These studies involve the scientific observation of living animals (and sometimes human beings), exposed to low levels of RF radiation.\textsuperscript{32} Animal experiments which have investigated the effects of low levels of RF emissions, similar to those of mobile phones, have yielded conflicting results.\textsuperscript{33} A few of these studies are discussed below.

A few animal studies have suggested that low levels of RF radiation can accelerate the development of cancer in laboratory animals.\textsuperscript{34} For instance, “[I]n one study, mice genetically altered to be predisposed to developing one type of cancer developed more than twice as many such cancers when they were exposed to RF energy compared to controls.”\textsuperscript{35} However, there is much uncertainty among scientists about whether results obtained from animal studies such as this one, apply to the use of mobile phones.\textsuperscript{36} First, there is uncertainty on how to translate results obtained in rats and mice to effects on humans.\textsuperscript{37} Second, many of these studies have methodological flaws. For instance, similar to the mouse experiment discussed above, many of the other studies that also showed increased tumor development, used animals that had already been treated with cancer-causing chemicals.\textsuperscript{38} Furthermore, some of the studies exposed the test animals to continuous RF radiation, up to 22 hours per day.\textsuperscript{39} Because these conditions are not similar to the conditions under which people normally use wireless phones, results from these studies do not provide clear evidence as to the long-term effects of low-level RF exposure from cell phones on humans.\textsuperscript{40}

There have also been a number of animal studies suggesting that RF exposure may have various negative health impacts. For instance, one study found that permanent damage occurred to the eyes of test animals when they were exposed to low-level radiation.\textsuperscript{41} This damaging effect was enhanced when the test animals
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\item \textsuperscript{41} See GAO Report, supra note 12, at 17.
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were treated with drugs used in glaucoma treatment and exposed to RF radiation at frequency levels lower than those emitted by cell phones.\footnote{42} In addition, another study has suggested that exposure to low-level radiation could adversely affect the central nervous system.\footnote{43} Researchers at the University of Washington found that rats had difficulty learning a maze after 45 minutes of exposure to low-level, pulsed radio-frequency radiation, similar to cell phone frequencies.\footnote{44} The researchers concluded that exposure to low-level RF radiation decreases certain chemical agents in the rodents’ central nervous system which are essential for spatial learning.\footnote{45} However, a study on humans did not illustrate any negative impact on cognitive functions. In this 1999 study, two groups of 18 people were exposed to simulated mobile phone signals under laboratory conditions while they performed cognitive function tests.\footnote{46} No changes were observed in the subjects’ ability to recall words, numbers, or pictures, or in their spatial memory.\footnote{47} Interestingly, subjects that were exposed to simulated mobile phone signals were able to make choices more quickly in one visual test.\footnote{48} This was the only change noted among more than 20 variables compared.\footnote{49} Again, further tests need to be done in all of these areas to determine if RF radiation really does have a detrimental effect on the health of humans.

\textit{ii. Epidemiological Studies}

Epidemiological studies use statistics to chart the associations between death or disease with other factors, such as exposure to RF radiation.\footnote{50} This section will review some of the epidemiological studies that have explored the possible association between the use of wireless phones and various cancers.

\footnote{42}{See id.}
\footnote{43}{See supra note 1, at *7 (citing H. Lai, et al., Department of Pharmacology and Center for Bioengineering, University of Washington, Neural Mechanisms Involved in Microwave-Induced Deficit in Radial-Arm Maze Performance, (presented at the Bioelectromagnetics Society Meeting, Feb. 1993)).}
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\footnote{45}{See id.}
\footnote{47}{See id.}
\footnote{48}{See id.}
\footnote{49}{See id.}
\footnote{50}{See supra note 2, at 546.}
In a hospital-based, case-control study, completed in 1999, researchers looked for an association between mobile phone use and either glioma (a type of brain cancer) or acoustic neuroma (a benign tumor of the nerve sheath). No statistically significant association was found between mobile phone use and gliomas when all types of gliomas were considered together. However, when 20 types of glioma were considered separately, an association was found between mobile phone use and one rare type of glioma, neuroepitheliomatous tumors. It is possible that this association occurred by chance because the risk did not increase with how often the mobile phone was used. In fact, the risk actually decreased as cumulative hours of mobile phone use increased, which seems inconsistent with carcinogenic behavior. An ongoing study by the National Cancer Institute is expected to bear on the accuracy and repeatability of these results. Another weakness of this study is that the average length of mobile phone exposure in these subjects was less than three years. Therefore, these results reveal very little about the long-term effects of RF exposure.

Another recent study of 209 brain tumor cases and 425 matched controls, found that there was no increased risk of brain tumors associated with mobile phone use. “When tumors did exist in certain locations, however, they were more likely to be on the side of the head where the mobile phone was used. Because this occurred in only a small number of cases, the increased likelihood was too small to be statistically significant.”

iii. Overall Status of the Science

51 See supra note 13 (citing Muscat et al., Epidemiological Study of Cellular Telephone Use and Malignant Brain Tumors, State of the Science Symposium, 1999 June 20; Long Beach, California).
52 See id.
53 See id.
54 See id.
55 See id.
56 See id.
57 See id.
58 See id (citing L Hardell, A Nasman, A Pahlson, A Hallquist, and KH Mild, Use of Cellular Telephones and the Risk for Brain Tumors: A Case-Control Study, 15 Int. J. Oncol. 113-116 (1999)).
59 Id.
Overall, there is not enough evidence at this point to determine whether or not cell phone use causes any health problems.\textsuperscript{60} The studies which suggest that exposure to RF radiation may cause adverse health consequences have raised important questions but have not provided conclusive evidence.\textsuperscript{61} Further laboratory and epidemiological studies need to be done in order to supplement the data already received. Many of the studies mentioned above fail to rise to the level of probative value due to a number of methodological problems, which may have prevented scientists from reaching accurate results.\textsuperscript{62}

For instance, biological studies, which attempt to examine the effects of exposure to RF radiation, will not likely produce consistent, replicable results until the scientific community has reached a consensus on which aspects of exposure are relevant and important.\textsuperscript{63} For example, there is inconsistency among the studies as to the appropriate level of RF frequency, intensity, consistency, duration, and direction of field.\textsuperscript{64} These are all aspects of exposure which affect scientific research and can dramatically alter results.\textsuperscript{65} Some studies are conducted on the premise that biological effects occur only at certain levels, or “windows” of frequency and intensity.\textsuperscript{66} On the other hand, “[o]ther studies suggest that the ‘transient effect’ of a very rapid change in magnetic field strength, caused simply by turning an electrical device off, can cause cancer.”\textsuperscript{67} The manner in which scientists treat and prioritize these aspects of exposure is, therefore, a vital and determinative feature of any study assessing the health risks posed by RF radiation.\textsuperscript{68} A further problem with whole animal studies is that a very large number of animals would be needed to provide reliable proof of a cancer

\textsuperscript{60}See id.
\textsuperscript{61}See GAO Report, supra note 12, at 16-17. A major problem is that some of these studies are based on the effects of radio waves outside of the cellular frequency or on exposure levels different from those of cellular users and may not be helpful in determining the potential hazards of cellular telephone use.
\textsuperscript{62}See supra note 1, at *8 (citing James H. Stilwell, Straddling the Wire: Electromagnetic Fields and Personal Injury Suits, 14 Rev. Litig. 545, 552 (1995)).
\textsuperscript{63}See id (citing Murray, at 180).
\textsuperscript{64}See id.
\textsuperscript{65}See id.
\textsuperscript{66}See id (citing Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress, Biological Effects of Power Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields, OTA-BP-E-53, at 37 (May 1989)).
\textsuperscript{67}Supra note 4, at 55.
\textsuperscript{68}See supra note 1, at *9.
promoting effect if it does exist. Unfortunately, such experiments could take many years to pursue. 

While epidemiological studies do provide some useful information about human populations, 10 or more years’ of follow-up may be necessary to provide answers about some of the long-term health effects of cell phone usage, including cancer. This span of time is critical because the interval between the time of exposure to a cancer-causing agent and the time a tumor develops (if it does), may be many years. Furthermore, the interpretation of epidemiological studies is hampered by difficulties in measuring actual RF exposure during day-to-day use of wireless phones. There are many factors which affect this measurement such as the angle at which the phone is held and/or which model of phone is used. 

The only thing that is clear right now is the fact that it is still unknown whether or not cell phone use can be deleterious to one’s health. It also seems as if conclusive scientific data on this topic may not be available for another several years. The next section of the paper will discuss the manner in which regulatory agencies, especially the FDA, have responded to this emerging public health concern amidst all the scientific uncertainty.

II. Regulatory Responses to Cellular Phone Radiation Issues

According to some commentators, during the late 1960s, administrative agencies in the United States began to play an active role in regulating technologies that could potentially pose threats to the public health, safety, and environment. According to these commentators, “[t]his movement toward preventative policy making, driven by a perceived need to control the processes of scientific and technological change, represented a dramatic shift in regulatory thinking.” This shift in thinking caused agencies to be expected to go
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beyond regulating hazards which were known to be harmful, to guarding against risks. However, risk-based regulation is a complex discipline because it places regulators in an uncomfortable position where they are subject to pressure from Congress and the public to enact safety standards even when there may be insufficient scientific evidence to support such actions. In these situations, the agencies may also be vulnerable to charges that they have misinterpreted or misused scientific findings.

The issue of cellular phone radiation regulation is a perfect example of this struggle to deal with outside pressures amidst a backdrop of scientific uncertainty. This section will explore the roles of government agencies in the regulation of this area. It should be noted that there are various government agencies that are responsible for different aspects of mobile phone safety. These agencies include the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"), National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Environmental Protection Agency, Occupational Health and Safety Administration, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, and the National Institutes of Health. The following section will focus on the two agencies with the most responsibility in this area: the FDA and the FCC.

A. FDA’s Role

The FDA is empowered by Congress to directly regulate electronic products that emit radiation with regard to public health and safety. Therefore, the FDA has the primary responsibility to respond to the concern over cellular telephones. The FDA receives this enforcement authority through the Electronic Product Radiation Control Provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The Radiation Control Provisions, originally enacted as the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968, are located in Sections 531

76See id.
77See id (citing Jasanoff, at 72).
78See id.
79See supra note 13.
through 542 of the Act. These provisions apply to any “electronic product” which is defined as:

Any manufactured or assembled product (or component, part, or accessory of such product) which, when in operation,

(i) contains or acts as part of an electronic circuit and

(ii) emits (or in the absence of effective shielding or other controls would emit) electronic product radiation.

“Electronic product radiation” is defined as:

(A) any ionizing or non-ionizing electromagnetic or particulate radiation, or

(B) any sonic, infrasonic, or ultrasonic wave, which is emitted from an electronic product as the result of the operation of an electronic circuit in such product.

Under the Electronic Product Radiation Control provision, the FDA Secretary shall:

... by regulation prescribe performance standards for electronic products to control the emission of electronic product radiation from such products if he determines that such standards are necessary for the protection of the public health and safety. Such standards may include provisions for the testing of such products and the measurement of their electronic product radiation emissions, may require the attachment of warning signs and labels, and may require the provision of instructions for the installation, operation, and use of such products.

Currently, the FDA does not review the safety of radiation-emitting consumer products such as mobile phones before marketing, as it does with new drugs or medical devices. However, the agency does have the authority to take action if mobile phones are shown to emit radiation at a level that is hazardous to the user. “In such a case, the FDA could require the manufacturers of mobile phones to notify users of the health hazard and to repair, replace or recall the phones so that the hazard no longer exists.”

**B. FDA’s Response**

83See supra note 13.
84See id.
85Id.
For many years it seemed as if the FDA refrained from exercising the full extent of its powers over the cell phone industry. Instead, the FDA chose to take limited actions until the scientific community could confirm the presence of hazards associated with exposure to RF radiation. The FDA first took action in 1993, when it met with representatives of the cellular telephone industry to discuss the potential health problems associated with cell phones and possible solutions. Since then, the FDA has worked with manufacturers in order to seek ways to minimize human exposure to RF radiation. For example, the FDA and manufacturers have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of redesigning the placement of the antenna so that the source of radiation is further away from the user’s head.

In recent years, the FDA has also become more active in overseeing and supporting research on the effect of RF radiation exposure on human health. For instance, the FDA is working with the U.S. National Toxicology Program as well as with groups of investigators around the world to ensure that high priority animal studies are conducted to address important questions about the effects of RF exposure. The FDA has also urged the mobile phone industry to cooperate in providing mobile phone users with the best possible information on what is known about the possible effects of mobile phone use on human health. The FDA also participates in the World Health Organization International Electromagnetic Fields (“EMF”) Project which began in 1996. As a result of this work, a detailed agenda of research needs was developed which has driven the establishment of new research programs worldwide. This Project has also helped develop a series of public information documents on EMF issues.

Most notably, in June 2000, the FDA and the Cellular Telecommunications & Internet Association (“CTIA”)
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launched a formal Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (“CRADA”) to conduct research on wireless phone safety. The CRADA will be a three to five year study on cell phones to determine if they pose a health danger, including whether they increase the risk of brain cancer or genetic mutations. Under the agreement, CTIA will fund about $1 million in safety studies while the FDA will oversee the research. Specifically, the FDA will gather a panel of international experts to choose what to study, pick independent scientists to do the work, and oversee that the science is done properly.

The first experiments conducted under the CRADA will study the ability (or inability), of cell phone radiation in causing genetic toxicity at various levels. These genotoxicity assays will follow up on the findings of studies previously conducted by Wireless Technology Research, L.L.C. (“WTR”), which was funded by CTIA. The previous genotoxicity assays, conducted by WTR, had conflicting results and warrant these follow-up studies. The new studies, therefore, will address the accuracy and reproducibility of previous results, the critical parameters upon which these results depend, and exposure dosimetry.

The second portion of the research will follow up on the findings of some epidemiology studies previously performed by WTR. The CRADA states that the initial goal of this portion is to identify the type of research that may be warranted and to establish relative priority of those studies. Also, “potential issues to be addressed include the type of follow up studies required to address pertinent unanswered questions,
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whether additional information is necessary to perform such an evaluation, and whether an additional case control study is required.”\textsuperscript{105} The FDA will also evaluate the need for participation in a multi-center case control study as well as the need for an additional cohort study.\textsuperscript{106} Results from the first of these studies should be out in the near future.

C. Evaluation of FDA’s Response

Although the FDA’s more recent actions have been somewhat proactive, this was not the case for many years. In fact, until the formation of the CRADA in 2000, the FDA seemed content with waiting for the scientific results from WTR’s research on the health effects of mobile phones. However, WTR was funded by the cellular telephone industry itself. Certainly it seems as if there is a conflict of interest problem which arises from the fact that the industry was allowed to do its own scientific testing with little or no oversight.\textsuperscript{107} By reading the Electronic Product Radiation Control (“EPRC”) provision of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, it seems as if the FDA has the authority to do much more. In fact, in reading these provisions it seems as if the FDA had the duty to do much more, especially at an earlier stage.

For instance, the EPRC provision states that the “Secretary shall establish and carry out an electronic product radiation control program designed to protect the public health and safety from electronic product radiation.”\textsuperscript{108} As part of this program the Secretary is to:

\textsuperscript{105}Id.
\textsuperscript{106}See id.
\textsuperscript{107}In fact, there are currently allegations and potential evidence that CTIA intentionally and/or negligently, concealed evidence and research of WTC. These allegations will be discussed in the section on judicial treatment of RF radiation cases. Dr. George Carlo, the epidemiologist who headed up WTC’s six-year, $28 million program has made similar allegations of cover-ups by the cellular phone industry. See Jeffry Silva, “Litigation Frenzy Hits Wireless,” Arrowheadhealthworks.com (January 22, 2001) (found at http://www.arrowheadhealthworks.com/Verizon.htm).
study and evaluate emissions of, and conditions of exposure to, electronic product radiation and intense magnetic fields;

(5) develop, test, and evaluate the effectiveness of procedures and techniques for minimizing exposure to electronic product radiation. 109

As stated above, the Secretary is then supposed to “prescribe performance standards for electronic products to control the emission of electronic product radiation...” 110

At this point, the FDA has not prescribed any standards for the cell phone industry. While it is true that the FDA needs to become aware of the health effects of cell phone radiation before any standards can be promulgated, up until June of 2000, the FDA took virtually no steps towards advancing this research. Due to the conflict of interest problem, reliance on the cell phone industry to do their own scientific research was insufficient. It is true that the FDA has limited resources and cannot devote research money to every product which has some infinitely small possibility of posing a threat to human health. However, as soon as it was apparent that cell phone radiation might pose a credible health risk, the FDA should have become more active in pursuing research in this area. As shown in the scientific studies discussed above, there was evidence as early as the 1970’s that exposure to EMF’s could have a detrimental impact on one’s health. 111

Certainly by the early 1990’s there was increasing evidence that cell phone radiation could be harmful. 112

The CRADA with the mobile phone industry should have been established years earlier. The CRADA arrangement is an efficient usage of the FDA’s limited resources because the mobile phone industry funds the studies while the FDA oversees the research programs, chooses the studies to be performed, and picks

109 Id.
111 See supra note 11.
112 See supra note 22.
the scientists, thereby eliminating any potential biases.

At this point, the FDA is pursuing the correct path in order to enhance the scientific knowledge in this area. However, since the EPRC provision puts the FDA in the lead role of protecting the public health from cell phone radiation, the FDA simply acted too slowly in reacting to this potential health concern. The last section of this paper will make some additional suggestions as to what other measures the FDA should currently take to ensure public knowledge and safety in this area.

D. FCC’s Role and Response

The FCC is required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to evaluate the effect of emissions from FCC-regulated transmitters on the quality of the human environment. On August 1, 1996, under intense Congressional pressure to act, the FCC adopted and issued a new set of RF radiation exposure guidelines that were applicable to cellular telephones for the first time. Because the FCC does not consider itself a health agency with the expertise to determine what levels of radiation are safe, it turned to health experts (such as the FDA), and radiation experts outside of the FCC for guidance on these regulations. The FCC adopted exposure limits based on industry standards established by the American National Standards Institute (“ANSI”), the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (“IEEE”), and the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (“NCRP”). These limits for cellular telephones are based on exposure criteria quantified in terms of specific absorption rate (“SAR”), which is a measure of the rate of RF absorption into the body. Cellular telephones must be below the SAR limit of 1.6 watts/kg as

115 See GAO Report, supra note 12, at 5.
116 See supra note 1, at *14.
117 See FCC Guidelines, supra note 113, at 41,006. The EPA was pressing the FCC to adopt the NCRP guidelines while the cell phone industry was lobbying for the adoption of the ANSI standard. The FCC ended up adopting portions of both standards.
averaged over one gram of tissue.\textsuperscript{118}  

All cellular phones sold in the United States must comply with the FCC safety guidelines that limit RF exposure.\textsuperscript{119}  All current phones on the market should be labeled with FCC identification numbers.\textsuperscript{120}  The consumer can then use this number to determine his or her phone’s maximum SAR level by visiting the FCC’s website.\textsuperscript{121}  

\textbf{E. Evaluation of FCC’s Response}

There are many scientists and commentators who argue that the FCC’s guidelines are an ineffective and/or inadequate measure to guard against any of the potential risks of RF radiation.\textsuperscript{122}  According to some scientists, the FCC’s guidelines are flawed because they do not take into account the possibility that weaker levels of RF radiation are just as harmful to human health as stronger levels.\textsuperscript{123}  As mentioned before, some studies indicate that biological effects occur at certain windows of exposure or through a transient effect of a very rapid change in power strength.\textsuperscript{124}  This suggests that the FCC’s adoption of RF radiation exposure standards may be an ineffective means of reducing the potential health risks from cell phone use.\textsuperscript{125}  Others argue that the FCC’s exposure standards are inadequate because they are limited to providing protection from thermal effects and fail to address potential non-thermal effects.\textsuperscript{126}  Furthermore, there have been criticisms that the FCC’s requirements are so vague that a cell phone can pass the guidelines when tested with...
in one position and exceed maximum allowable levels when held in another position.\footnote{See Brian Ross, “Wireless Worries?” ABCNEWS.com, October 20, 1999 (found at http://abcnews.com/onair/2020/2020_991020cellphones.html). After an ABC news show revealed this flaw, the FCC issued a statement that they were going to conduct their own examination to see if this was true. See FCC’s Unofficial Announcement of Commission Action: Safety Guidelines for Hand-Held Cellular Telephones, October 21, 1999 (found at http://www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Wireless/News_Releases/1999/nrw19044.html).}

As stated above, the FCC’s expertise does not lie in health issues; therefore, it relies on the FDA and other health agencies to provide assistance in establishing radiation guidelines. Hence, these guidelines can only be as effective as the scientific evidence behind them. Unfortunately, the FCC’s radiation emission guidelines were established in 1996, four years before the FDA became actively involved in the research process. This fact underscores the need for further research on the effect of radiation at various levels. To reiterate, such research is currently underway; however, it would have been more helpful had the research begun at an earlier date.

### III. Judicial Treatment of Cellular Phone Radiation Cases

This section will explore the basic legal doctrines that plaintiffs have attempted to use against the cellular phone industry. This review of some of the recent case law illustrates the different claims that can be brought against cellular phone companies and assesses the viability of each of these claims. The cases below also demonstrate the many hurdles which plaintiffs must overcome when bringing these suits. Some of these obstacles are discussed below.

#### A. Causation

For those claims which try to establish a link between cell phones and medical problems, the issue of causation is going to be a tough battle. In the absence of sufficient scientific evidence to support the claim that cell phone radiation is hazardous to human health, and under the current tort law system, the causation element will continue to represent the most difficult legal hurdle for plaintiffs to overcome when bringing personal injury or product liability claim against cellular telephone manufacturers. A plaintiff claiming personal
injury as a result of exposure to cell phone radiation must show: 1) that the substance to which he or she was exposed is capable of causing harm (general causation), and 2) that it is more likely than not that the exposure caused by the defendant’s actions was the actual cause of the injury (specific or individual causation).\textsuperscript{128} These factors will be difficult to prove in cell phone cases because of long latency periods, a lack of understanding of casual mechanisms of disease, diverse patterns of exposure, and the possibility of exposure with other causal agents.\textsuperscript{129}

For instance, in \textit{Reynard v. NEC Corp}, one of the first cases attempting to link RF radiation from cellular telephones to cancer, the issue of causation was a salient and determinative factor in influencing the outcome of the case on summary judgment.\textsuperscript{130} In \textit{Reynard}, the plaintiff claimed that exposure to RF radiation initiated, or aggravated and accelerated, the growth of a brain tumor which eventually killed his wife.\textsuperscript{131} The plaintiff presented an affidavit by a medical expert which stated, “It is my opinion, within a reasonable degree of certainty, that the use of the hand-held cellular telephone did in fact accelerate the growth of Susan Reynard’s brain tumor.”\textsuperscript{132} The court reviewed this affidavit, along with two medical journal articles, and found that none of the evidence established a genuine issue of material fact with regard to medical causation.\textsuperscript{133}

The court stated that the plaintiff failed the but-for test of causation because even the plaintiff’s medical expert stated that Susan Reynard developed the brain tumor before she began using the cellular phone.\textsuperscript{134}

\textsuperscript{128}See supra note 1, at *33 (citing Jeffrey D. Cutler, Implications for Strict Scrutiny of Scientific Evidence: Does Daubert Deal a Death Blow to Toxic Tort Plaintiffs? 10 J. Envtl. L. & Litig. 189, 197 (1996)).

\textsuperscript{129}See id.

\textsuperscript{130}See Reynard v. NEC Corp., 887 F. Supp. 1500 (M.D. Fl. 1995).

\textsuperscript{131}See id at 1502.

\textsuperscript{132}Id at 1505. However, the plaintiff’s medical expert also agreed with portions of an affidavit by the defendant’s medical expert that “no scientific or medical studies have shown that exposure to emissions deposited at the brain from a source such as a portable cellular telephone operating at a power level and frequency of the portable cellular phone alleged to have been used by Susan Reynard is associated with any adverse biological effects, including initiation of brain cancer or promotion of brain cancer growth.” Id.

\textsuperscript{133}See id at 1506.

\textsuperscript{134}See id.
The plaintiff also failed to meet Florida law’s “more likely than not” standard for evidence of causation, because they did not present any evidence suggesting that, but for Susan Reynard’s use of the cellular telephone, it was more likely than not that she would have survived. Likewise, in Motorola v. Ward, a case presenting similar claims, the court held that the issue of causation had not been established. Due to the current amount of scientific uncertainty in this area, it seems very unlikely that any plaintiff alleging medical problems due to cell phone use will be able to present enough evidence to withstand summary judgment on the causation issue. A somewhat related problem of expert testimony is discussed next.

B. Expert Testimony

Closely tied to the issue of causation in cell phone radiation cases is the issue of admissibility of scientific evidence and expert testimony. Generally, in cases where there is a high level of scientific uncertainty, courts have stated that the dangers of allowing unreliable or untested science in the courtroom can be significant. Therefore, courts have developed a strict standard for determining the admissibility of the types and quality of scientific evidence and expert testimony. In Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, the Supreme Court established the criteria for admissibility of scientific evidence at trial. In Daubert, the Court held that the trial judge must assume the “task of ensuring that an expert’s testimony rests on both a reliable foundation and is relevant to the task at hand.” The Court also provided some questions which were appropriate

---

135See id.

136See Motorola v. Ward, 478 S.E.2d 465 (Ga. App. 1997). In this case, the district court’s orders denying the defendants’ motions for summary judgment were reversed in a strict liability action brought against the manufacturer and seller of a cell phone which the plaintiff used for an average of approximately 25 hours per month. The plaintiff used the phone mostly by holding it to his right ear and was subsequently diagnosed with a malignant brain tumor above and forward of his right ear. The plaintiff produced affidavits of two physicians, both researchers who studies the effects of electromagnetic fields, stating that they had studied the plaintiff’s medical records and phone use records and concluded, to a “reasonable degree” of certainty, that his phone use caused or exacerbated his cancer. The court found that neither affidavit explained a mechanism by which the electromagnetic field could cause cancer; set out any statistical correlation between electromagnetic field exposure and cancer; or otherwise explained how the affiant reached his conclusion. The court stated that on evidence such as this, a jury would have had to speculate about whether a causal connection existed. Such mere conclusory allegations were insufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact regarding the plaintiff’s injury. See id.


138Id at 2799.
to this inquiry: “(1) whether the theory or technique has been or can be tested; (2) whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer review; (3) whether there is a known or potential rate of error in the technique; and (4) whether the theory or technique is generally accepted in the scientific community.”

The Ninth Circuit of Appeals clarified the Supreme Court’s Daubert decision and emphasized that judges should carefully examine whether the experts are proposing to testify about matters growing directly out of research they have conducted independent of the litigation, or whether they have developed their testimony expressly for the purposes of testimony.

Consequently, in Reynard, the court found that the affidavit from the plaintiff’s medical expert failed to satisfy the admissibility criteria under Daubert because the affidavit contained no reference to any scientific or medical research by the physician independent of the litigation. There was also no proffered evidence that the studies and conclusions of the plaintiff’s physician had been subjected to scientific scrutiny through peer review or publication. Additionally, the conclusions of the affidavit were not supported by any objective source, such as a treatise or a published article in a reputable scientific journal.

Although there have been more scientific studies on the effects of cell phone radiation on health in recent years, we have already seen that the results are still inconclusive. Due to the uncertainty of the current science, it seems unlikely that any expert testifying to the fact that a cell phone caused a particular plaintiff’s health problems will be able to satisfy the strict Daubert standard of admissibility. Hence, plaintiffs alleging personal injury due to cell phone radiation certainly do have many difficult hurdles to overcome. In fact, until the scientific studies provide more conclusive answers, these hurdles will be virtually insurmountable.

When suing cell phone companies, however, plaintiffs may have more success with different types of claims.

---

139 Id at 2796-2797.
140 See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 43 F.3d 1311, 1317 (9th Cir. 1995).
141 See Reynard, 887 F.Supp. at 1508.
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Some of these alternative causes of action, along with their own obstacles, are reviewed below.

C. Preemption Cases

Another hurdle for plaintiffs in cases against the cellular phone industry will be to successfully present claims that will not be preempted by regulations of the FDA. For instance, in *Verb v. Motorola*, a class of plaintiffs who had purchased cellular telephones filed a class action suit against manufacturers of these phones.\textsuperscript{144} The plaintiffs filed an eight-count complaint which included claims of breach of implied warranty of merchantability, breach of implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, breach of express warranty, violation of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, negligence, strict liability, consumer fraud and deceptive trade practices.\textsuperscript{145} These claims were based on the plaintiffs’ allegations that a specific design of cellular telephone manufactured by the defendants may cause an increase in health risks to the users.\textsuperscript{146} The plaintiffs also alleged that the defendants’ cellular telephones operated over a high frequency electromagnetic radio wave at a low power level that scientific research had shown to have negative “biological effects.”\textsuperscript{147} The plaintiffs further alleged that the defendants “failed to adequately warn the plaintiffs that (1) the defendants had not conducted tests to discern whether use of the cellular phones posed any health risk to users, and that (2) use of cellular phones may be hazardous to the user’s health.”\textsuperscript{148} The claimed damages included a reduction in value of the cellular phones by lessening their use to limit exposure to the harmful or the potentially harmful radio waves; increased risk of exposure to harmful or potentially harmful radio waves; and increased risk of personal injury, whether manifested or not.\textsuperscript{149}

The Appellate Court of Illinois first found that preemption was not applicable under the statutes or regula-
tions of the FCC because the parties had not directed the court to any specific statute governing the FCC’s regulation of the cell phone industry with regard to their health effects. Therefore, there was no direct conflict between federal and state law and there could be no preemption on the grounds that an FCC law directly overrode state law. However, the court did find that the FDA preempted a state’s power over the issues raised in the plaintiffs’ complaint because the FDA, pursuant to the Electronic Product Radiation Control Act, 21 U.S.C.A. § 360kk (a)(1), directly regulates electronic products that emit radiation with regard to public health. The court stated that it was irrelevant whether the FDA had set any standards because the power to do so still resided with the FDA. The court stated further, “Any determination by the trial court as to whether the cellular telephones are unsafe and what warnings and labels must be made would require the court to establish standards of safety and warnings, which would usurp the FDA’s exclusive power to do so with respect to electronic products that emit radiation.” Furthermore, the plaintiffs failed, at a minimum, to properly allege a compensable injury and/or damages. The plaintiffs only showed a possibility that somebody may be injured down the road, which constituted conjecture and speculation. Similarly, in Schiffner v. Motorola, a case very similar to Verb, the appellate court also held that the Electronic Product Radiation Control Act preempted the plaintiffs’ state law claims against the cellular phone company defendants. Since the allegations in the Schiffner complaint were virtually the same as those in Verb for purposes of the preemption issue, the court found the Verb decision persuasive and dispositive. Responding to the argument that the FDA had not set any standards, the court stated, “The absence of an affirmative regulation by an agency that is authorized to make such regulations does not discharge its power to do so and does not extinguish Congress’ intent to relegate the authority to a federal agency to
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enact, where appropriate and approved, uniform national standards.\[^{158}\] However, unlike *Verb*, the *Schiffner* court found that the plaintiffs had alleged a compensable injury in this case based on the diminished value of their cellular phones resulting from defects associated with the product.\[^{159}\] The court found this to be a compensable injury in consumer fraud and breach of warranty causes of action.\[^{160}\] The court stated that claims for diminished value of an allegedly defective product without any pleading of actual damage to the product or person are valid.\[^{161}\]

However, in *Naquin v. Nokia Mobile Phones*, a similar and more recent case, a district court judge in Louisiana refused to dismiss the plaintiffs’ complaints on grounds of preemption.\[^{162}\] The plaintiffs’ complaint asserts that the inherent design of the defendants’cellular phone exposes plaintiffs to risk of damage and injury to their health and well-being.\[^{163}\] It adds that phone manufacturers have known about the potential risks of cellular phones, and that there is an economically feasible, reasonable and safer design which they have failed to incorporate into their phones.\[^{164}\] Instead, in order to make their phones safe, plaintiffs are required to make the additional purchase of a remote headset.\[^{165}\] Plaintiffs were deceived to believe, at the time of their initial phone purchase, that all the necessary and complete costs for a safe phone and services has been paid.\[^{166}\] The suit alleges that the failure to incorporate the remote headset along with the cell phone, renders the cell phone a defective product, which constitutes a breach of warranty; negligent or intentional misrepresentation; and/or an unfair trade practice.\[^{167}\] The suit asks that the cell phone industry supply headsets to present and future consumers and reimburse those who have already purchased

\[^{158}\]Id at 873 (citing *Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Co.*, 435 U.S. 151, 178 (1978)).
\[^{159}\]See id at 870.
\[^{160}\]See id at 874.
\[^{161}\]See id at 875.
\[^{164}\]See id.
\[^{165}\]See id.
\[^{166}\]See id.
\[^{167}\]See id.
The defendants unsuccessfully argued that the issues raised in the plaintiffs’ complaint came within the exclusive jurisdiction of the FDA. Motorola argued that the case law in favor of preemption reaches back to 1993 and that the FDA has twice examined the issue of radio frequency and concluded “that there is no basis for issuing any additional performance standards beyond the FCC’s regulations.” Motorola also argued that in order for the plaintiffs’ claims to be successful, it would require the court to find that cellular telephones are unsafe, which would conflict with the FDA’s expression to the contrary. The judge found, however, that FDA statements about the safety of cellular phones are contradictory and do not conflict with applicable state law.

This is a significant ruling, because after this loss in court, it will be difficult for cell phone industry lawyers to make the preemption argument in future cases. It is also important because the plaintiffs are now one step closer to actually presenting their case in court. The Naquin case has since been consolidated with three other pending actions involving cell phones and transferred to the District of Maryland. According

\[^{170}\text{FDA Cell Phone Statements Found Inconsistent by Judge Hearing Preemption Argument, 9 No. 21 Mealy’s Emerging Toxic Torts 4 (February 2, 2001).}^{171}\text{See id.}^{172}\text{See id. Judge Lemelle found three scenarios in interpreting the FDA position – “They don’t know there is a risk or the risk is very small or that data right now doesn’t demonstrate that mobile phones are harmful.” Another interesting fact about this case is that the plaintiffs’ lawyer, Allweiss, claims that a letter written by Dr. David Feigel, director of the FDA’s Center for Devices of Radiological Health (“CDRH”), included in CDRH’s annual report, states that the FDA does not have the time or the resources to devote to setting standards. Allweiss claims that this is an extraordinarily powerful confession of FDA inaction and the inability to do its job under the law, and stands as evidence that the plaintiffs’ arguments in this case are not preempted by federal law.}^{173}\text{See In re Wireless Telephone Radio Frequency Emissions Products Liability Litigation, 170 F.Supp.2d 1356 (2001). The other cases consolidated were: J. Douglas Pinney, M.D., et al. v. Nokia Inc., et al., C.A. No. 1:01-1456 (District of Maryland); Crystal Gilliam, et al., v. Nokia Inc., et al., C.A. No. 1:01-4275 (Southern District of New York); Francis J. Farina v. Nokia Inc, et al., C.A. No. 2:01-2477 (Eastern District of Pennsylvania).}^{174}\text{It is worth noting that the Maryland case of Pinney v. Nokia, has gotten a fair amount of publicity ever since wealthy, Baltimore super-lawyer, Peter Angelos, took over the case for the plaintiff. Angelos has litigated against asbestos, tobacco and lead paint manufacturers and has won more than $1 billion in personal injury lawsuits. See Dr. Gary Brown, “Litigation Frenzy Hits Wireless,” Arrowheadhealthworks.com (2001) (found at http://www.arrowheadhealthworks.com/Verizon.htm).}^{175}\]
to the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation, which made the consolidation decision, the actions in all four litigations involve common questions of fact arising out of allegations that defendants misrepresented and concealed alleged adverse health risks of wireless telephone use that could be eliminated by use of a telephone headset.\footnote{See id. 174}

This overview of cell phone radiation case law demonstrates the difficulties that the plaintiffs in these cases must overcome. It also shows us which claims are more likely to be successful as compared to others. For instance, due to the current state of scientific uncertainty on this issue, plaintiffs who bring products liability or personal injury claims based on injury from cell phone radiation, will most likely fail to establish causation and their expert witnesses’ testimony will, similarly, be inadmissible under \textit{Daubert}. On the other hand, according to \textit{Schiffner} and \textit{Naquin}, it appears as if consumer protection claims of consumer fraud, breach of warranty, negligent or intentional misrepresentation, and/or unfair trade practices, have a better chance of success (assuming that preemption is not an issue). These claims are based on allegations that cell phones are defective products and/or have diminished value due to alleged defects. Some of these claims also seem to rest on the allegation that cell phone companies misrepresented and/or concealed adverse health consequences of which they were aware.

The next stage of the litigation is to decide whether or not these products really are defective. In coming to this conclusion, however, the courts will have to explore the issue of RF radiation and its effects on health. Will it be enough that the FDA’s Consumer Update recommends the use of headsets for those who are concerned about avoiding even potential risks? Will it be enough that some studies, though methodologically flawed, have shown that cell phone radiation \textit{could} cause negative health effects? Will the plaintiffs really be able to show that the cell phone industry manipulated research and intentionally concealed evidence of the harms of cell phone radiation? The consolidated cases in the district of Maryland will, most likely, provide
answers to many of these questions.

IV. Proposed Policy on Cellular Phone Radiation Issues

As mentioned in the section on regulatory responses, the FDA is currently on the right path in promoting further research on cell phone radiation and its effects on human health. However, I submit that the FDA could and should do more. For instance, the FDA should require that all cellular phones currently on the market must include inserts on the FDA’s Consumer Update on Mobile Phones. Currently, the addition of these inserts is voluntary. The FDA has complete authority to require the inclusion of these inserts under 21 U.S.C. § 360kk (a)(1), in which the Secretary may “require the attachment of warning signs and labels...” on such products. In addition, the FDA should require that all cell phone companies’ web pages have links to this consumer update, in an effort to notify users of previously purchased cellular phones. This requirement of including the FDA’s Consumer Update on websites and with all new phones, will allow cell phone purchasers to be fully aware of the potential hazards of cell phone use.

Furthermore, the FDA should require that all cellular phones on the market include an external headset. Once again, the FDA has the power to impose this requirement under 21 U.S.C. § 360kk (a)(1), as the Secretary can “prescribe performance standards for electronic products to control the emission of electronic product radiation from such products...” There is no question that use of an external headset greatly reduces the amount of RF radiation that penetrates inside the cell phone user’s head. Since there are studies which suggest that this RF radiation may be dangerous to human health, requiring inclusion of a headset with all new cell phones is a relatively small price to pay for the prevention of possible negative health effects. These headsets only cost about $5 - $10 and will not be a major expense for the cell phone industry.

178 In fact, requiring inclusion of headsets may actually help cell phone companies in the future by preventing additional lawsuits, such as Naquin, which allege that cell phones are defective due to the lack of head set inclusion.
FCC standards also need to be improved. Although it is useful for each phone to have a FCC identification number which can be used to obtain information about that particular cell phone’s radiation levels, it is currently a somewhat obscure and difficult process. For instance, the FCC number on many cell phones can only be viewed by removing the cell phone battery. In addition, cell phone consumers are probably not even aware that they can find this information unless they log on to the FCC’s website. The FDA, in accordance with its powers under the EPRC provision should require that radiation levels of each cell phone model are more clearly displayed on all phones, along with a brief description of what these levels mean. Again, by providing this information, cell phone purchasers will become more aware of the properties and potential dangers of their particular phone. In addition, FCC standards should be revised as more knowledge about the effects of differing levels of RF radiation becomes available. Currently, as discussed earlier, the FCC’s standards seem somewhat arbitrary in relation to human health.

The case law in this area shows us that there is consumer demand for more information about the harms of cell phone use. There is also a demand for increased safety precautions such as inclusion of headsets. The Naquin case, and its lack of a preemption finding, illustrates the belief by many that the FDA is not doing its job in providing this information and/or precautions. If left to the courts, it is possible that each state could prescribe its own standards for cell phones. However, a national standard is much more desirable and efficient. This is precisely why the FDA needs to impose the further regulations suggested here, so that all Americans have access to the same information and are able to take the same precautions to safeguard their health.

Clearly it is difficult for regulatory agencies and courts to take much action amidst all the scientific uncertainty surrounding cell phone radiation. Policy makers must make difficult choices and balance conflicting interests in deciding a course of action which adequately protects the public from potential harm, without running the risk of driving a useful product out of the market. A failure by regulatory agencies and courts to effectively
act on this unresolved issue could lead to serious, if not catastrophic, consequences. There are over 110 million cell phone users in the United States and industry forecasters predict that the demand for cellular services will grow dramatically, to the point where nearly all Americans will have a cellular phone. These facts drive home the point that courts and agencies should take appropriate steps to avoid the possibility of a public health crisis by acting aggressively now. At the same time, there is also a danger that courts and agencies could unnecessarily and unreasonably cause harm to the cellular telecommunications industry, a multi-billion dollar industry that plays a role in advancing the general welfare of citizens and business through improved telephonic communications. Cellular technology enhances the ability of police, fire, and other rescue personnel to provide emergency services, increases business productivity and efficiency, and facilitates the exchange of information. Certainly policy makers must consider these benefits whenever they propose any regulations in this area.

The policy recommendations proposed above correctly balance these two competing goals of 1) informing consumers and preventing potentially detrimental health effects, and 2) preventing unreasonable harm to the cellular telecommunications industry. All of the policy recommendations proposed above are relatively easy and cheap to implement. By combining these actions, along with continued scientific research, the FDA will be providing effective regulation in this area of uncertainty and fear.

179See supra note 168.